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The 2011 Performance Report documents Metro’s progress over the past year.
Metro promised to deliver better performance for customers in 2011. Due to the
hard work of Metro’s dedicated employees to move Metro forward, nine of the
11 measures contained in this report improved.
Most importantly, we improved safety and reliability. For example, in 2011, the
customer and employee injury rates declined close to 11% from the prior year.
Metro became an even safer way to travel with a 16% decline in Part I crimes
from 2010 thanks to the deployment of patrols at higher crime locations and
during specific time periods like school holidays, tactical positioning of parking
lot observation towers, educational material for customers and assignment
of undercover officers to stop crime in action. Likewise, Metro’s on-time
performance across major service offerings — Metrorail and Metrobus —
improved over the previous year, providing customers a more reliable ride.
While Metro worked towards progress, some of the actions taken created short
term inconvenience for our customers. However, they resulted in long term
safety and service delivery benefits such as new and rehabilitated escalators,
expanded cell phone coverage, and new services such as the “virtual tunnel”
between Farragut West and Farragut North and SmarTrip® Online Reload.
Metro’s progress can be directly linked to the advancement of Metro’s largest
Capital Program ($5 billion) since the original construction of the system.
While Metro’s work is never done and there is always an opportunity to improve
the delivery of service to our customers, this 2011 Report reflects Metro’s
progress toward becoming a performance-based organization, with better
accountability and improved transparency with all our stakeholders.
Sincerely,
Richard R. Sarles
General Manager and Chief Executive Officer
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Metro’s mission is to operate and maintain
a safe, reliable and effective transit system
that enhances mobility, improves the quality
of life and stimulates economic development
in the Washington metropolitan area.
In carrying out this mission, Metro’s five
strategic goals adopted in 2007 and twelve
related strategic objectives guide decision
making and unify employees towards
common outcomes.

GOAL: Create a Safer Organization
FOUNDATION SET FOR IMPROVING SAFETY
Performance Results
❚

Eight out of twelve months in 2011 experienced a lower
customer injury rate than in 2010.

❚

Results met or out-performed the 2011 customer injury
rate target seven out of twelve months in 2011.

❚

Overall, the 2011 customer injury rate declined nearly
11% compared to 2010.

❚

Customer Injuries per Million Passenger Trips
Target: 2.02 Actual: 1.87 ✔ SUCCESS

How did Metro Move the Measure?
EXPANDED INVESTMENT IN A SAFER SYSTEM. Metro
aggressively ramped up to address previous underinvestment,
unmet maintenance standards, and an aging infrastructure.
With over $1 billion invested to keep customers safe now and
in the future, Metro’s accomplishments gained recognition
from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB),
Congressional leaders, local Governors, the D.C. Mayor and
the Tri-State Oversight Committee (TOC). By December 31,
2011, Metro had successfully closed over 165 of the TOC’s
prescribed corrective actions and submitted nearly 60%
of NTSB’s recommendations for closure. In addition, the
number of Metro employees with a Transit Safety and Security
certification from the U.S. DOT Transportation Safety Institute
exceeded any other transit agency in the country. One of the

CUSTOMER INJURY RATE (per million passenger trips)
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on areas where higher numbers of incidents traditionally
occur, such as on board Metrobuses. For example, last
year’s DriveCam initiative (under which all Metrobuses
were equipped with video equipment to monitor driver
performance) was enhanced through the “Keep it Green”
campaign (green light on camera indicates safe driving
behavior). This campaign helps bus operators observe safe
driving practices throughout the day and is one of many
Metro strategies that support employees becoming more
safety conscious.
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proudest moments for Metro’s GM/CEO was appearing before
a congressional delegation including Senator Mikulski on June
15, 2011 to hear a shift in comments from the skepticism,
admonishment and “do better” in 2010 to acknowledgement
of progress, encouragement and “keep it up.”

Metro’s safety initiatives—and positive
results—have attracted high profile attention. On January
13th, 2012, Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell noted the
“good news this last year: No fatalities, injuries are down
significantly, violent crime in and around the Metro area
is down 19 percent, communication is up, and people are
being held accountable for their performance.”

SAFETY STRATEGIES FOCUSED FOR MAXIMUM
EFFECTIVENESS. While Metro continues to invest in safety
across the entire system, particular emphasis was placed
3

GOAL: Create a Safer Organization
WORK ENVIRONMENT TRANSFORMED TO ENHANCE SAFETY
Performance Results
❚

Overall, the 2011 employee injury rate declined more
than 11% compared to 2010.

❚

Employee Injuries per 200,000 Hours
Target: 5.55 Actual: 5.19 ✔ SUCCESS

FYI

Overly tired employees can cause mistakes
that affect the safety of themselves, their co-workers and
customers. To address the issue head-on, Metro — in
partnership with TOC — conducted a Metrorail fatigue
management study, which evaluated key fatigue factors
like shift lengths, overtime and secondary employment,
along with fatigue awareness. The study found that work
hours in excess of the 16-hour work limit are rare but
do occur. Metro will continue focusing on training and
awareness building on the hazards of fatigue among our
employees.

How did Metro Move the Measure?
EMPLOYEES EQUIPPED WITH THE TRAINING THEY
NEED TO STAY SAFE. Informed employees are safe
employees and accordingly, Metro has placed particular

EMPLOYEE INJURY RATE (per 200,000 hours)
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of employee injury according to the National Safety Council
and Metro is no exception. To help combat these common
sources of injuries, Metro targeted training of higher-risk
employees in proper body mechanics including lift, push, and
pull techniques. Supervisors also received additional training
to improve the quality of incident investigations in order to
proactively address unsafe conditions before they result in
future injuries.
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EMPLOYEES STAND FOR WORKPLACE SAFETY.
In response to an anonymous employee survey conducted
in 2010, Metro added an intranet safety reporting system
(in addition to a safety phone hotline), and strengthened the
existing whistleblower protection program to give employees
a stronger voice in their own safety. Metro is committed to
ensuring that no Metro employee need fear retribution when
taking a stand for workplace safety. In 2011, 80 employees
were recognized as Champions of Safety for their efforts in
safeguarding Metro employees, equipment and customers.
The Chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board,
Deborah Hersman, joined Metro in honoring these dedicated
employees. Metro will continue to place resources in the
hands of frontline employees and supervisors to help them
focus on safety each and every day.

dec

focus on expanding employee education and training. As a
key example of the types of safety training that yield results,
over 5,000 Metro employees (including Metro’s GM/CEO)
and 3,400 contractors received Roadway Worker Protection
(RWP) training, which was developed to promote a more safe
and efficient work environment. This program generated
recognition as a model for the rail transit industry.
Metro’s efforts to inform employees about the importance
of safety also focused on common accidents like slips/falls
and strains. These types of incidents are significant sources
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GOAL: Create a Safer Organization
METRO TRANSIT POLICE STRATEGICALLY DEPLOY RESOURCES
Performance Results

METROBUS CRIME (per million passengers)

❚

In 2011, Metro became a more secure way to travel,
with a 16% decline in serious (Part I) crimes from 2010.

❚

The Metrobus crime rate declined 37%, the Metrorail
crime rate declined by over 4% and the 2011 parking lot
crime rate declined by over 32%.

❚

Part I Crimes Target: Less than 2,279
Actual: 1,898 ✔ SUCCESS
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customers, with a strong focus on teaching customers how
to prevent crime. For example, MTPD approached riders with
tips on securing small electronic devices, distributed bike
theft prevention literature, provided guidance on preventing
thefts from vehicles and held multiple events to meet with
and inform customers. A safer Metro system is the job of the
MTPD, but the responsibility of everyone.

0

SPACES IMPROVED TO BE SAFER. The concept of
defensible space — environments that help customers
minimize their risk of encountering criminal activity and to
deter potential offenders — is critical to the prevention of
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PARKING CRIME (per million passengers)

How did Metro Move the Measure?
RESOURCES TARGETED TO CRACK DOWN ON CRIME.
Metro maximized its crime fighting resources by using crime
statistics to direct actions that keep customers safe. They
include deploying patrols at higher crime stations or bus
routes, assigning additional officers during higher crime
periods like school holidays, tactical positioning of parking lot
observation towers and assigning undercover officers to stop
crime in action. The Metro Transit Police Department (MTPD)
also successfully partnered with jurisdictional police forces to
help expand its reach, greatly contributing to the reduction in
parking facility crime.
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crime. With this in mind, Metro embarked on a series of
physical design and operational strategies to reduce and
prevent crime including adding lighting, removing abandoned
bikes to discourage theft and cleaning up glass and debris to
foster a more secure environment in parking garages.

CUSTOMERS EDUCATED ON CRIME PREVENTION.
Among the most effective crime fighting techniques is the
partnership between the police and citizens. In 2011, MTPD
made great strides toward strengthening partnerships with

FYI

Serious crimes continue to occur much less frequently in the Metro system than in the region. In 2011, there
were 5.5 crimes per million customers (less than 2,000 total crimes). Considering that on average 29 million trips were made on
Metro each month in 2011, customers trust that they can pass through the system untouched by crime. For the nearly five million
people who live in the Washington, DC region, serious (Part I) offenses in 2010 totaled approximately 136,000. Only 1.5% of
these crimes occurred on the Metro system.
Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Annual Report on Crime and Crime Control (2010).
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GOAL: Deliver Quality Service

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE IN THE FACE OF AGGRESSIVE TRACK WORK
AND RAILCAR CHALLENGES
Results
❚

Metrorail met or exceeded its on-time performance
target for eight of 12 months, an improvement over
2010, despite an increase in track work during
operating hours.

❚

Overall, Metrorail average on-time performance
improved 1% in 2011 over 2010.

❚

On-Time Performance
Target: 90% Actual: 90% ✔ SUCCESS

FYI

Prior to 2009, Metro’s track maintenance
window was only about 3 hours per night, when Metro
was closed. To address Metro’s backlog of repairs,
maintenance work hours were expanded by conducting
work while the system was open and shutting down
stations on the weekends. The result was that in 2011,
Metro replaced over 14.7 miles of rail (42% more than
in 2010), 36 No. 8 guarded switches (38% more than in
2010), and over 16,000 ties (49% more than in 2010).
Although this approach has been critical to addressing
Metro’s capital backlog, on-time performance during
these maintenance periods was reduced.

RAIL ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
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target

when blocked (unlike elevator doors) so, when operators
attempt to move the train they are assured that the doors
are locked closed. When train doors are forcibly held open
or are physically prevented from closing, the door mechanics
will lock in the open position, thus causing delays. During
2011, train operators made announcements to encourage
customers to not hold or block doors. When door delays did
occur, Metro executed procedures to quickly off-load the cars
and moved the train to keep service running. The average
delay per door incident was maintained at only five minutes.
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Before 2009: a limited window for track work

How did Metro Move the Measure?

Weekday

PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT KEPT METRORAIL
ON-TIME. In 2011, Metro showed renewed dedication to
actively managing rail service across the agency. Operators
monitored their train arrival/departure schedule during their
shifts, supervisors stood on the platform tracking on-time
performance and superintendents analyzed trends to develop
strategic responses to broader issues impacting performance.
The operational actions implemented as a result of proactively
managing service directly improved the customer experience.
For example, Metro held trains that were running ahead of
schedule to smooth out arrivals, operators sought consistent
“dwell times” (time for passengers to board) to minimize
platform crowding and staff was placed at busy stations to
encourage customer to spread out to speed offloads and
boardings.

Rush
Midday
Early Evening
Late Night
System Closed

Weekend
TRACK WORK
ON HOLIDAYS
ONLY

TRACK WORK

Today: an aggressive track work schedule
Rush
Midday
Early Evening
Late Night
System Closed

CUSTOMER DELAYS MINIMIZED DESPITE PERSISTENT
CHALLENGES. In 2011, railcar issues accounted for 50% of
all rail system delays, with doors being the most common
cause of delay. Railcar doors are designed not to reopen
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TRACK WORK
INCLUDING
STATION
SHUTDOWNS
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GOAL: Deliver Quality Service
ACTIONS TAKEN TO KEEP BUSES MOVING
Results
❚

2011 Metrobus monthly on-time performance exceeded
2010 monthly results eight times.

❚

Overall, Metrobus average on-time performance in 2011
improved over 2010—rising by over 1%.

❚

On-Time Performance Target: 78%
Actual: 75% ✖ NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

❚

Mean Distance Between Failures (Fleet Reliability)
Target: 7,400 Actual: 7,275 ✖ NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

for more predictable service. Service was also expanded in
areas of high demand, such as the X9 express bus (Benning
Road-H Street) and the 7Y (and extension of 7E to Federal
Triangle) and 16F (Columbia Pike Line). Many of the service
improvements implemented were recommendations driven
by Metro’s own operators, customers and formal studies
intended to create service that is optimal and realistic.

How did Metro Move the Measure?
EFFECTIVE USE OF SERVICE OPERATIONS MANAGERS.
The Service Operation Mangers (SOMs) are Metro’s eyes
and ears on the street, with the ability to make on-the-spot
adjustments when challenges to service arise. The SOMs
continued to play a key role in improving Metrobus on-time

BUS ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
2010

85

2011

MAINTENANCE AND NEW BUSES BOOSTED FLEET
RELIABILITY. In 2011, Metro added over 100 hybrid buses
to the fleet lowering the average Metrobus age to 7.1
years—the lowest in the past decade and in compliance with
Board policy. Metro’s newer fleet combined with enhanced
preventive maintenance - like expanding the evaluation of
mechanical, electrical, and structural systems - resulted in
improved bus fleet reliability due to fewer breakdowns and
unscheduled maintenance. Comparing 2010 and 2011, bus
fleet reliability improved by 7% and has averaged a 3%
improvement per year since 2007.
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performance throughout 2011. Metro strategically assigned
these managers to poorly performing routes to make service
adjustments in real time, addressing both expected and
unexpected service interruptions such as road construction,
special events and incidents. Also, SOMs gained increased
access to tools and technologies they needed to succeed such
as NextBus, a real time arrival information tool.
SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS IMPLEMENTED. Metro
continued to manage limited resources effectively by
finding smart ways to provide better service. For example,
select Metrobus routes such as the X9 shifted to 15-minute
frequencies during peak commuting periods to provide
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BUS FLEET RELIABILITY (mean distance between failures)
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In 2011, Metro provided over seven million additional trips from 2010—an average of about one more ride for
every person in the Washington Metropolitan area. Despite the increase in demand, bus on-time performance improved by over
1%. Metro is proving that it can do more—for more people—by leveraging the knowledge of Metro’s operators and managers
and deploying resources strategically.
7

GOAL: Deliver Quality Service

OPRATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS AND CUSTOMER EDUCATION KEEP PERFORMANCE ON-TARGET
Results
❚

MetroAccess met or exceeded 2010 monthly ontime performance in all but four months in 2011.

❚

Overall, MetroAccess average annual on-time
performance held steady in 2011.

❚

MetroAccess On-Time Performance
Target: 92% Actual: 92% ✔ SUCCESS

How Did Metro Move the Measure?
In 2011, Metro call center management aggressively
encouraged staff to make communication with
customers more responsive and, in turn, provide
better response times. Additionally, enhancements
to field operating procedures redesigned the fleet
pull out process. Operators were assigned to vehicles
more efficiently while ensuring operational and
safety checks were performed and documented

METROACCESS ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
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succinctly. Effective pull outs ensured drivers reached
their first pick-ups on-time. Providing service on-time
is a joint effort. Metro made further improvements
to on-time performance by working with customers
to help them better understand how to use
MetroAccess and how they can play a role in keeping
the service on time for everyone.
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GOAL: Deliver Quality Service

ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE PRIORITIZED FOR BETTER RELIABILITY
Results
❚

Escalator preventive maintenance compliance improved
43% helping Metro to identify issues before they occur.

❚

To increase long term reliability, Metro modernized/
replaced 19% more escalators in 2011 than in 2010.

❚

Overall, escalator availability decreased by 4% from
2010, but performance began to turn around in
September.

❚

Escalator System Availability Target: 89%
Actual: 86% ✖ NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

components particularly susceptible to breakage were
identified and replaced to prevent the breakdown
from recurring. Better management of escalator staff
helped balance immediate needs and necessary routine
maintenance.

How did Metro Move the Measure?
MAINTENANCE FOCUSED ON “GETTING IT RIGHT
THE FIRST TIME.” Identifying needed repairs to address
wear and tear from nearly constant usage before escalators
breakdown is the cornerstone of Metro’s approach to
improving availability. In 2011, Metro put increased emphasis
on preventive maintenance, conducting more proactive
inspections to identify issues before problems occur. Metro
also focused on “getting it right the first time” to minimize
costly and time consuming repeat repairs. Accordingly,
Metro concentrated on mechanic training and rigorous
quality control inspections before escalators were returned

ESCALATOR AVAILABILITY
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to service. The escalator availability decline in 2011 was an
indication of Metro’s backlog of maintenance needs while
the end of 2011 began to show the positive impact of
prioritizing maintenance.

For Metro’s oldest and most problematic
escalators, modernization (a full-scale preventive overhaul)
or replacement are proactive solutions to improve service
reliability long-term. In 2011, Metro continued its multiyear modernization program, upgrading 34 escalators,
including multiple units on the Red Line—the oldest of
the Metrorail system—at Dupont Circle, Union Station,
Metro Center and Farragut North. Metro also fully
replaced three escalators at Foggy Bottom. They were the
first escalator replacements at Metro in 15 years.

MAINTENANCE TEAMS STRATEGICALLY PLACED.
In 2011, Metro reconfigured maintenance staff into teams
that were geographically assigned to respond faster when
outages occur. Metro tracked performance at heavy usage
stations and used trend data to prioritize maintenance
on escalators with higher than average outages. Specific
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GOAL: Use Every Resource Wisely
APPLYING RESOURCES TO BETTER SERVE OUR CUSTOMERS
Operating Expense on Budget
❚

Capital Funds Invested

Results: FY 2011 year-end operating expenses were
under budget by $46 million. ✔ SUCCESS

Results: Capital expenditures increased 60%
($229 million) over FY 2010. ✖ NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

❚

How did Metro Move the Measure?
CONTROLLING COSTS AND CAPTURING EFFICIENCIES.
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2011, Metro successfully managed
operating costs across the agency, resulting in year-end
operating expenses that were $46 million, or 3%, below
budget. Major areas of savings for FY 2011 included energy
(e.g., propulsion power, diesel, compressed natural gas),
utilities, services (e.g., service contracts), labor and fringe
benefits. By controlling these costs, Metro achieved a
favorable bottom line in FY2011. Metro has also focused on
capturing efficiencies through management initiatives. Since
FY2009, Metro has reduced its operating expenses by $200
million through several steps including:

CAPITAL FUNDS INVESTED
1000

target $878 (85% of $1,033 budget)

800
600

❚

$97 million in savings via staff position eliminations,
reductions to departmental budgets, contract savings
and business operational changes.

400

❚

$77 million in one-time savings from reductions in
personnel, overtime, fuel and power costs.

200

❚

$63 million from cost restructuring including capitalizing
overhaul shops, escalator work and accounting
adjustments.

0

PRIOR YEAR

THIS YEAR

How did Metro Move the Measure?
MOVING METRO FORWARD BY PUTTING DOLLARS
TO WORK NOW. With previous underinvestment, unmet
maintenance standards and an aging infrastructure, Metro
moved aggressively in FY2011 to invest funds on important
projects to improve safety and create a more reliable ride
for customers. Between FY 2010 and FY 2011, capital
investments surged by almost 50% from $465 to $677
million — advancing Metro’s largest Capital Program
($5 billion) since the original construction of the
system. Funds were invested on track repairs, station
improvements, system upgrades and maintenance facilities,
helping to overcome years of deferred maintenance.
In FY2011, nearly $280 million alone went directly to
replacing or rebuilding railcars and buses.

FYI

Capital investments expanded bicyclist
and pedestrian access to the Metro system. As part of
Metro’s capital program, 257 new bike racks at 21 Metro
stations were added in 2011 to accommodate parking
for over 500 bicycles. In addition, Metro added security
cameras along the path to College Park from Greenbelt
station, and constructed new sidewalks and connecting
paths at Vienna, Franconia-Springfield and Largo stations.

Metro laid the groundwork to replace railcars for the first
time in its history with the next generation of railcars
(known as the 7000-series) to deliver a more reliable and
more comfortable rider experience and to comply with
NTSB recommendations.
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GOAL: Retain, Attract and Reward
the Best and the Brightest
EMPLOYEES ARE THE LIFEBLOOD OF THE METRO SYSTEM
Hiring Efforts Ramped Up to Meet Hiring Needs.
Delivering Metro service to the Washington Metropolitan
region takes many trained and skilled employees, from the
operators who interact with customers each day to the
maintenance teams who keep our vehicles and systems
running. To attract high caliber employees efficiently, Metro
created the Transit Operating Recruitment Program (TORP)
in 2011 to build a strong pipeline of Bus Operators, a key
entry position for the agency. Metro increased the frequency
of interviews and testing schedules to move candidates
through the hiring process faster. In addition, Metro increased
its applicant pool through strategic partnerships with local
agencies such as the District Department of Employment
Services (DOES), expanding employment advertising and
conducting strategic sourcing events.

FYI

Metro sought out military veterans in
2011. “Our nation’s veterans come equipped with the
skills and commitment necessary to become exceptional
Metro employees,” said Richard Sarles, Metro’s GM/
CEO. “We want to reach out to the military community
and encourage veterans to take a look at Metro as they
transition back into civilian life.”

are required of a train operator. To reinforce lessons from
training courses, Supervisors conduct “ride alongs” to address
individual areas for improvement. During these ride alongs,
the Supervisors discuss challenging situations that can arise,
share their own experiences and/or experiences from coworkers to further strengthen the skill of new Rail Operators.

Knowledge Exchanged to Build Knowledge.
Metro is fortunate to have many employees who have
spent their careers here expanding their skills as their years
with the agency expanded. Metro has made a deliberate
effort to transfer this knowledge and experience to new
employees. For example, in 2011 Railcar Maintenance staff
initiated the creation of a detailed troubleshooting guide to
transfer lessons learned and reduce repeat occurrences of
unintended consequences. Maintenance workers partnered
with engineers to develop the guide and approved the final
product. Troubleshooting guides provide specific steps for a
mechanic to take to make sure that no known cause of failure
is overlooked when evaluating a railcar that carries thousands
of customers each day.
When new train operators join the Metro team they receive
rigorous training qualifying them to perform all tasks that
11

GOAL: Maintain and Enhance Metro’s Image
OPENING THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN METRO AND CUSTOMERS

ambition and progress of the capital program that will result
in a better ride, a better system and a better experience.

CUSTOMER COMMENDATIONS (per million passenger trips)
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Monthly commendation rate exceeded 2010 levels for
eight months in 2011.

❚

The commendation rate volatility in May and June
was due to staffing issues that led to prioritization of
complaint processing ahead of commendations.

❚

Overall, the average monthly commendation rate in 2011
was 2% above the 2010 rate.

❚

Customer Commendation Rate per Million Passenger
Trips Target: 10.6 Actual: 10.7 ✔ SUCCESS

In the summer of 2011 (May-August), the complaint rate
was down almost 18% versus the summer of 2010.

❚

Overall, the average monthly complaint rate was 7%
lower than the 2010.

❚

Customer Complaint Rate per Million Passenger Trips
Target: 135 Actual: 125 ✔ SUCCESS
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CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS (per million passenger trips)

Results
❚
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CUSTOMERS RECOGNIZED METRO EMPLOYEES GOING
BEYOND CALL OF DUTY. January’s peak in customer
commendations resulted from Metrobus’s ability to provide
service despite a major winter storm that roared through the
region, leaving icy roads during the evening commute on
January 26, 2011. Metrobus operators received numerous
commendations from customers who were able to get
home thanks to their extra effort during the storm. When
the Washington region experienced a historic earthquake
on August 23, 2011, Metrorail continued to provide service
and received numerous thanks from our customers such as
“I think the Metro trains did amazingly well today after the
earthquake. I caught the train from Dunn-Loring (orange)
to Brookland station (red). It was slow but it was steady and
safe. And the conductors were very reassuring. Kudos &
Hooray!” Receiving accolades such as these makes the work
Metro employees do every day rewarding.

METRO ENHANCED COMMUNICATION WITH
CUSTOMERS. With the largest capital program since
the agency’s construction underway in 2011, Metro was
literally being rebuilt to provide safer and more reliable
service. However, from the customers’ perspective, they
were experiencing construction delays and inconveniences
without the benefits being immediately obvious. To educate
customers and stakeholders about needs, investments and
benefits of Metro’s specific capital projects, Metro launched
an information campaign, Metro Forward (http://www.
metroforward.com).
In addition to posters and banners throughout the system,
Metro used Facebook posts, Twitter feeds, YouTube videos
and other highly accessible social media to alert customers
about service disruptions and provide information about
the longterm benefits of construction. With MetroForward
creating more effective communication about what, why
and where work was being conducted on Metro system,
customers were able to make more informed decisions
about how to travel throughout the region. Customers
responded with increased commendations and fewer
complaints in spite of service disruptions demonstrating they
understood that maintenance was needed to keep Metro in
working order. The Metro Forward initiative conveyed the

PROMOTING WALKABLE DEVELOPMENT. In 2011, the
parking lot of the Rhode Island Avenue Station began to
transform from a home for cars into a community. Just steps
from the Metrorail station, the redevelopment resulted in 274
transit-connected rental housing units—20% of which were
designated as affordable apartments. The area will also bring
essential new retail to the community, including a brand new
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GOAL: Maintain and Enhance Metro’s Image
OPENING THE DIALOGUE BETWEEN METRO AND CUSTOMERS, continued
pharmacy to be opened in 2012. But it’s not just the residents
that benefit - for Metro’s existing park-and-ride customers,
over 200 garage parking spaces replaced the old surface
spots—proving that development can serve the needs of
many people.
The benefits Metro brings to the region were documented in
a 2011 study, “Making the Case for Transit.” This study found
that Metro provides outstanding value, saving families $342
million annually in avoided car expenses and almost 148,000
hours in time wasted in traffic.
The report states, “With Metro, the region works. Without
Metro, the region would be less wealthy, harder to get
around and have less economic activity.”

FYI

“… the Board has moved into a new
chapter; one of improved regional collaboration,
cooperation and focus on high-level policy… It is critical
that the Board maintain the momentum that [the
Chairman] and the Directors have fostered this past year
and that we continue to successfully implement the
reforms that have been adopted. Over the course of this
upcoming year, we will have the opportunity to build
upon the time and effort that [the Chairman] and the
Board have dedicated to Metro and to realize the benefits
of these achievements.”
December 2011 letter to Metro’s Board of Directors from
Washington, DC Mayor, Vincent Gray, Governor of Virginia,
Robert McDonnell and Governor of Maryland, Martin O’Malley

what’s going on here?

REGIONAL GOVERNANCE ADDRESSED BY BOARD
OF DIRECTORS. In 2011, Metro’s Board of Directors
adopted its first-ever permanent bylaws, advanced work on
a strategic plan, began a process for multiyear budgeting,
and implemented a more robust orientation program for
new Board members to inform them about their role and
responsibilities. The Board also adopted a Code of Ethics.
These actions helped modernize Board leadership, strengthen
the governing structure, improve Board-CEO partnership and
strengthen public dialogue.

We’re completely replacing all three escalators here
at Foggy Bottom-GWU station. After all, you count
on it for a safe and reliable ride.
We know this type of major, long-term work can
slow down your commute. We apologize for the
inconvenience and promise to finish the job as

visit metroforward.com
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PERFORMANCE DATA
2011 in blue 2010 in gray

GOAL: Create a Safer Organization
Customer Injury Rate Per Million Passenger Trips (Target: 2.02)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

2.08

1.66

2.16

2.21

1.69

1.99

1.65

1.43

1.67

1.46

2.08

2.37

1.87

1.67

3.00

1.46

1.54

1.97

2.25

1.69

1.78

3.43

1.65

3.49

1.49

2.09

Employee Injury Rate Per 200,000 Hours (Target: 5.55)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

7.01

3.81

6.05

3.74

5.80

6.41

5.56

6.06

3.82

5.46

5.10

3.56

5.19

5.18

7.94

4.03

6.38

5.79

6.82

4.39

5.72

7.76

4.59

6.36

6.24

5.86

Metrobus Crime Rate Per Million Passengers*
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

0.86

0.31

0.95

0.74

0.18

0.45

0.47

0.79

0.80

0.37

0.57

0.77

0.60

0.52

0.23

0.74

1.23

1.46

0.96

0.86

0.66

1.50

1.51

0.90

0.89

0.96

Metrorail Crime Rate Per Million Passengers*
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

6.63

4.68

3.96

4.72

7.32

5.16

6.06

4.02

4.16

5.41

9.03

6.76

5.66

7.59

6.11

4.68

5.06

6.11

5.26

6.19

4.91

6.95

4.97

6.38

6.71

5.91

Parking Crime Rate Per Million Passengers*
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

3.06

2.50

1.78

1.24

1.19

3.50

3.39

3.15

2.66

1.57

1.57

2.25

2.32

2.79

2.53

3.05

2.39

4.53

3.94

4.06

5.40

2.75

2.17

2.89

4.54

3.42

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

* Metro serious (Part I) crime target: Less than 2,279 Part I crimes systemwide.

GOAL: Deliver Quality Service
Rail On-Time Performance (Target: 90%)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

88.0% 88.7% 91.0% 91.0% 90.9% 90.4% 88.6% 91.4% 90.8% 90.0% 89.3% 90.3% 89.8%
89.5% 88.6% 90.0% 90.3% 90.6% 89.9% 88.6% 89.2% 89.7% 89.3% 88.5% 87.9% 89.3%
Bus On-Time Performance (Target: 78%)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

78.5% 76.9% 77.5% 76.3% 74.5% 74.0% 75.5% 76.4% 72.2% 72.6% 73.7% 75.2% 75.3%
79.4% 70.6% 76.6% 73.8% 73.8% 73.0% 72.8% 74.7% 71.7% 72.7% 74.0% 75.7% 74.1%
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PERFORMANCE DATA
2011 in blue 2010 in gray

Bus Fleet Reliability — Bus Mean Distance Between Failures (Target: 7,400)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

8,681

8,144

7,794

7,171

7,277

6,916

6,312

6,651

6,206

7,727

6,649

7,766

7,275

7,223

6,878

6,882

6,270

5,902

6,578

6,670

6,673

7,366

7,842

8,982

8,587

7,154

Bus Fleet Reliability target revised effective January 2011 to take into consideration the deployment of 148 new buses.
MetroAccess On-Time Performance (Target: 92%)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

90.1% 89.0% 91.3% 91.2% 92.2% 93.2% 93.1% 92.7% 91.8% 93.0% 93.0% 93.1% 92.0%
93.5% 87.4% 91.7% 91.1%

92.1% 93.1% 94.6% 94.3% 91.8% 91.2% 91.8% 92.9% 92.1%

Escalator System Availability (Target: 89%)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

88.8% 86.6% 86.9% 86.2% 82.5% 82.0% 81.9% 80.7% 84.4% 87.4% 90.1% 88.6% 85.5%
90.0% 89.2% 89.5% 90.5% 89.6% 90.3% 89.5% 88.9% 89.7% 89.5% 86.7% 88.6% 89.3%
Elevator System Availability (Target: 97.5%)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

96.3% 96.0% 96.9% 96.4% 97.4% 98.0% 97.3% 95.2% 94.5% 94.9% 96.7% 96.4% 96.3%
99.0% 97.9% 97.5% 97.3% 96.4% 97.2% 96.0% 94.8% 94.9% 97.0% 96.4% 96.4% 96.7%

GOAL: Maintain and Enhance Metro’s Image
Customer Commendation Rate Per Million Passenger Trips (Target: 10.6)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

13.8

12.9

13.2

10.6

6.9

12.3

8.4

10.2

8.7

8.8

10.1

12.7

10.7

10.3

9.7

10.7

13.4

11.7

11.0

11.3

9.0

8.5

10.2

10.0

11.1

10.6

Customer Complaint Rate Per Million Passenger Trips (Target: 135)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg

130

148

128

113

114

118

121

117

136

133

121

126

125

119

162

140

124

136

147

150

138

129

125

128

125

135
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Metro’s Strategic Framework: Goals and Objectives
1. Create a Safer Organization

3. Use Every Resource Wisely

❚

Improve customer and employee safety and security
(“prevention”).

❚

Manage resources efficiently.

❚

Strengthen Metro’s safety and security response
(“reaction”).

❚

Target investments that reduce cost or increase revenue.

Performance Results

Performance Results

FY 2011 year-end operating expenses were under budget
by $46 million.

Customer injury rate declined nearly 11% from 2010.

Capital expenditures increased 60% ($229 million) over
FY 2010.

Employee injury rate declined more than 11% from 2010.
Rate of Part I crimes fell 16% from 2010.

4. Retain, Attract and Reward the Best and Brightest
❚

Support diverse workforce development through
management, training and provision of state of the art
facilities, vehicles, systems and equipment.

Performance Results
Between 2010 and 2011, Metro increased the number of
positions filled by 40%.

2. Deliver Quality Service
❚

Improve service reliability.

❚

Increase service and capacity to relieve overcrowding
and meet future demand.

❚

Maximize rider satisfaction through convenient,
comfortable services and facilities that are in good
condition and easy to navigate.

❚

Enhance mobility by improving access to and
linkages between transportation options.

Vision outlines what the organization wants to be
Mission establishes an overarching purpose of the organization
Goals provide direction for the organization to attain the mission
Objectives break goals into “bite-sized” bits
Performance Measures track progress toward goals/objectives
Targets set end points or direction for measures
Actions are steps taken to move toward goals/objectives
Business Plans capture all of the above at a departmental level to
document who at Metro does what, by when

Performance Results
5. Maintain and Enhance Metro’s Image

Metrorail average on-time performance improved
nearly 1% in 2011 over 2010.
Metrobus average on-time performance improved
more than 1% from 2010.
MetroAccess average on-time performance held
steady in 2011.
Escalator availability decreased by 4% from
2010, but performance began to turn-around in
September 2011.

❚

Enhance communication with customers, employees,
Union leadership, Board, media and other stakeholders.

❚

Promote the region’s economy and livable communities.

❚

Use natural resources efficiently and reduce
environmental impacts.

Performance Results
Customer commendation rate was on average 2%
above the 2010 rate.
Customer complaint rate was on average 7% lower than
the 2010 rate.
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